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Abstract
_______________________________________
Currently, FPGAs serve as Field-Programmable-Systems-on-Chip (FPSoCs) and are
widely used to implement computationally intensive applications. As the number of
components in FPSoCs increases, the interconnect schemes based on Network-on-Chip
(NoC) approach are increasingly used. Routers greatly impact the performance and cost
of NoCs. In this thesis, we explore the design space of FPGA-based NoC routers. We
implement three types of packet switched NoC routers on a Stratix II FPGA using
parameterized VHDL models. To reduce the area and increase the speed, we use novel
techniques. Buffer size is decreased by minimizing the number of control fields in a
packet. Both edges of the clock are utilized, and credit based flow control is used to
accelerate the router. The proposed routers were evaluated based on area, frequency, and
zero load latency. Synthesis results and zero load latency evaluations show that they are
significantly superior to widely referenced, previously proposed routers.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

_______________________________________
It would not be surprising nowadays if someone bought a new electronic product and he
or she knew, after a short time, that the next developed version of that item had been
released by the same manufacturer. Also, a competitive product from different producer
could be available for lower cost and/or better performance. People are demanding
devices embedded with powerful digital equipment; yet, the size and cost have to be put
at minimum, if customer satisfaction is desired. Thus, explorations and developments of
digital systems are endless while the technological aspects permit.
To take advantage of the fast growth of chip density, and their capabilities of configuring
more logic, Systems on Chip (SoCs) emerged as an attractive approach for many modern
applications that need extensive processing and/or storage requirements, such as
multimedia applications, while maintaining the least possible dimensions. The
implementation of larger and more complex embedded systems in a single chip is now
feasible - hence, the necessity of integrating a group of Intellectual Properties (IPs), to
increase the productivity of the design and decrease the cost through the reuse of the
predesigned systems. SoCs should be able to hold numerous hardware and/or software
modules, such as processors, memories, peripherals, controllers, Digital Signal
Processors (DSPs), and other custom logic blocks. Achieving the design goals of
multicore FPSoCs is deeply influenced by the communication infrastructure needed to
establish the information exchange between IPs, which in turn is affected by the
efficiency of the design as well as the implementation environment.
The nature of the on-Chip interconnect plays a vital role in the global performance and
cost of the SoC. Network-on-Chip (NoC) architecture has been proposed as a high
performance, scalable and power efficient alternative to the bus based architecture [1],
1

[2]. It solves the scalability problem by supporting multiple concurrent connections
between IP cores, and allows reuse of pre-tested IP cores to minimize design and
verification times, all the while maintaining a low area-overhead [3]. NoC separates the
concerns of communication and computing, and is expected to be ideally suited to
simplify system complexity and deal with declining system productivity.
However, with the acceleration of today’s applications and their associated SoCs, NoCs
still suffer from bottlenecks like: latency, bandwidth violation, increased area, power
consumption, and congestion. Performance and cost requirements will vary (usually they
compete each other) depending on the application. All in all, adjusting the parameters of
the NoC router (as a dominant component in the communication architecture) will
facilitate the exploration of design space to come up with the optimum NoC
characteristics, in addition to providing a wider implementation range, based on the
necessities of the application. The other important factor that impacts the configuration of
SoCs and their interconnect mechanisms, in terms of cost and performance, is the
implementation medium. Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are increasingly
replacing the Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) in many contemporary
applications because of FPGAs’ advantages such as: 1) low development cost and short
time to market, 2) ease of upgrading, 3) suitability for research purposes, given that they
provide fast design cycle and immediate results, and 4) lack of manufacturing operations
(no IC fabrication is involved). On the other hand, they are generally slower than ASIC,
have limited area, and need more power. Even though recent FPGAs are being designed
such as to increase their capabilities and enhance their shortcomings, it is still challenging
to satisfy some applications’ specifications.

1.1

Thesis Goals

The FPGA-based NoC is an active research field. Many design aspects still need more
exploration, and the existing proposed solutions to the problems associated with
implementing real systems require additional enhancements.
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1.1.1 General Objectives


Developing a deep understanding of FPGA-based NoCs systems’ architectures and
parameters to provide further exploration of their design space.



Helping designers in determining the appropriate tradeoffs between the design
parameters, based on the desired application with as much flexibility as possible.



Introducing some solutions to existing NoC bottlenecks that cause huge limitations,
especially with the growing demand of applications.

1.1.2 Specific Issues and Research Approach
An FPGA based on-chip network has a unique set of design goals that includes satisfying
bandwidth requirements with minimum (limited) resource availability [4]. Logic
utilization (area) in FPGAs is the main obstacle before designers who aim to increase the
speed of their system - not only because it is limited and most of FPGA’s space has to be
kept for IPs, which will be configured along with the NoC architecture, but also because
power consumption rises with increasing the area.
Utilizing the CAD tools and taking advantage of the fast prototyping nature of FPGAs,
we will try to implement and evaluate some strategies for minimizing the area of NoC’s
routers. As well, other tactics during the design will be examined to boost the speed and
shrink the latency of the NoC.
The size of the buffer is proportional to flit’s width and to the required buffering
positions during packets flow. Adding extra control fields to the flits is one of the
disadvantages of network interconnections. As well as the extra buffer size requirements,
they increase the data transported over the network wasting more time and wires. Thus,
the area and latency increase. Further, most researchers, in their performance evaluations,
consider the delivering of these control data as a part of the actual throughput. In contrast,
minimizing the number and the size of the control fields will give a more accurate picture
of the performance of the NoC and reduce the required size of the NoC to handle the
same amount of actual data. Similarly, making the buffer depth as small as possible will
dramatically reduce the router area; however, there is a borderline to that reduction, if we
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want to guarantee the minimum latency of delivering the packet. Our objective is to find
a less area-consuming logic to replace those control fields that consume a larger area, and
to compact the buffer depth without adding extra latency.
Operating frequency and routing delay play a vital role in the overall speed of the NoC
system. Achieving a high clock rate will obviously speed up the operations performed
within a specific time; however, the slowest part of the router determines the frequency
of the whole router. In the packet switched routers, which are mostly used in NoC
routers, routing the head flit requires more time than forwarding the body flit. Thus, it is
possible to forward the body flits with a different faster clock rate than the head flit. To
the best of our knowledge, the idea of a dual-clock flow control mechanism has not been
used for FPGA-based NoCs. Lee et al. [5] are the only researchers who proposed this
idea for their fully adaptive router in TSMCTM 90nm technology and the results were
obtained by simulation. The other important factor that affects the speed is the number of
clock cycles needed to complete the routing of the head flit and forwarding the body flit.
Decreasing these numbers substantially accelerates the routing decision and the delivery
of packet’s flits, resulting in shortening the lower bound of the average latency. In short,
we are working on diminishing the clock’s period time where it is possible to do so, but
more crucially, lessening the number of these periods that is obligatory for each router
operation.
In order to achieve the specified goals of this research, we introduce the implementation
of a parameterized VHDL models of a NoC-Routers on Stratix II (one of the families of
FPGA devices from Altera [6]) to address the design space exploration for FPGA-based
NoCs’ Routers. We focused in our approach on minimizing the area of the router because
area is at premium on an FPGA, without sacrificing the speed. Our router in general is a
5-ports packet switched router with deterministic XY-Routing algorithm and dynamic
arbitration scheme (Round-Robin). The depth of input buffers, located at the input ports,
and the flit size (channel width), are parameterized by means of VHDL generics. Three
versions of our router were developed: Virtual Cut Through Router (VCTR), Wormhole
Router with one clock (WHR-1clk), and dual clock Wormhole Router (WHR-2clk). We
presented the general architecture of the router as well as the architectural and functional
4

differences between the three versions. The strategies that followed to decrease the area
and increasing the speed are explained. To demonstrate the feasibility and functionality
of our design, it was verified via Altera Quartus II Simulator Tool, and synthesized,
placed, and routed targeting a widely held Stratix II FPGA family, device EP2S15F672I4
from Altera, by means of the Quartus II Synthesis Tool. Also, a 3X3 Mesh NoCs using 9
models of each router were configured on the same device and using the same software.
Comparisons of the synthesis results before and after NoC configuration, between the
three versions, and with number of widely cited previously proposed FPGA-based NoC
routers, were conducted. The results show the substantial gain for our routers, denoted by
their smaller area and mostly faster frequency. Furthermore, the calculations of best case
(zero load) latency, that represents the lower bound of the average latency, prove that our
design is much faster than others, at least when the NoC works without contention.

1.2

Thesis Outlines

The general approach of this thesis is to explore the design space of NoC routers, with
more focus on FPGA-based NoCs, through the design, enhancements, and evaluation.
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces a background on NoC and FPGA
aspects as well as a review of related research work. In Chapter 3, the designed routers’
architectures are described and functionally verified along with the techniques used to
augment the performance and reduce the area. The evaluation methodology and attained
results are presented in Chapter 4 including the comparison with some previous work
results. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes all the contributions made in this thesis, and outlines
future research directions.
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2

Chapter 2
Background and Related Research Work

_______________________________________
This chapter broaches a background about some aspects of Networks on Chip (NoCs) and
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) that are important to understand the key
factors of exploring the design space for FPGA-based NoCs. Starting with an idea about
On-Chip communication development, the following sections explain the NoC building
components, parameters, which can be used also to classify NoC’s routers. Then, a
discussion about NoCs’ evaluation metrics is provided. This is followed by FPGAs
overview that contains the advantages and the disadvantages, and choosing the
appropriate FPGA device including a comparison between two popular FPGA families.
The chapter concludes with an ample review of available previously proposed FPGAbased NoCs research.

2.1

On-Chip Interconnect Architecture

The communication between SoC’s cores can be established traditionally via shared
buses, dedicated point to point, or a mix of them. The first can be as easy as a shared
single bus such as the one shown in Figure 2.1 (a), which is suitable for small systems, or
more complex hierarchal multi buses, using sophisticated protocols and bridges, to serve
larger systems as it is displayed in Figure 2.1 (b). Yet, many disadvantages are associated
with bus interconnections. Noticeably, the bandwidth is limited, concurrent
communications are not possible, and the scalability is restricted and causes speed
degradation. Although point to point approach provides the optimum bandwidth and
latency, it suffers from some drawbacks like; routing difficulties and the rapid escalation
in the number of links with increasing the number of IPs. Figure 2.2 (a) and (b) illustrate
the difference between using a smaller or greater number of nodes with point to point
protocol.
6

As the number of (IPs) grows, the use of these techniques becomes a bottleneck because
of scalability complications and efficiency. The alternative proposed approach was the
Network on Chip (NoC).

Figure 2.1 On-Chip Interconnect (a) Based on Single Bus, (b) Based on Hierarchy of Buses [7]

Figure 2.2 Point-to-Point Interconnect (a) With Few Nodes, (b) With Increased Number of Nodes

7

2.2

Network on Chip (NoC)

In NoCs, the communications among IPs inside the chip are mainly formed through
micro routers that receive and forward the messages from and to adjacent IPs/routers, as
well as other required components; such as the Network Adapters that regulate the
interface (usually packetizing and de-packetizing of the message) between the core and
the router and vice versa, and links that are used to connect routers to adapters or other
routers. Fig 2.3 shows an example of NoC. Also, a typical NoC router design is displayed
in Figure 2.4. The idea of data-routing network is principally replicated from the
conventional off-chip computer networks; however, some differences can be mentioned
here. For instance, NoC links are very short and inexpensive compared to the ones used
in off-chip networks. Yet, the area and power consumption of NoCs are limited and
latency is critical, whereas computer networks allow more flexibility to these aspects.
The advantages of using NoC approach over the use of bus based on-chip
communications, especially with FPGA-based SoCs, are widely studied and verified by
many researchers such as in [1], [8], [9], [10]. NoCs solve the scalability problem,
increase the available bandwidth, lessen latency, support multiple concurrent connections
between IP cores, allow for pre-tested design reuse as a way for designers to keep pace
with the technological development, and maintain a low area-overhead and power outlay.

Figure 2.3 a Sample 4X4 Mesh Network on Chip [10]
8

Figure 2.4 Typical NoC Router Design [11]

However, there are some NoCs issues that researchers are still trying to enhance,
especially with increasing SoCs requirements and specifications. These issues include
latency, consumed area and power, quality of services, and flexibility. A good NoC has to
be able to meet the application requirements.
Before discussing the NoCs parameters and metrics, some terminologies that will be
mentioned in the following context are defined here. They represent some of NoC’s
glitches and are occasionally considered as quality of service criterions.


Deadlock: Deadlock occurs when network resources (e.g., link bandwidth or buffer
space) are suspended waiting for each other to be released, that is, where one path is
blocked leading to another being blocked in a cyclic fashion [12]. Virtual Channels,
which are the sharing of a physical channel by several logically separate channels by
means of Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) with individual and independent buffer
queues, can break the loop, as can proper routing and placement to avoid a deadlock
situation [10].



Livelock: It arises when packets are not progressing toward their destination because
they are routed in a cyclic track around their destination. Using the shortest route
(minimal path routing) can prevent this problem.
9



Starvation: It is the case when packets with lower routing priority are prevented from
using the network resources to reach their destination because higher priority packets
reserve these resources continuously. A fair routing scheme that guarantees resource
allocation to all packets, can avoid this scenario.

2.2.1 Main NoCs’ Parameters
The design of a network on a chip to produce the desired features of the system is guided
by many parameters. These parameters are correlated with the architecture and
communication protocols of the NoC. They not only characterize the performance and
cost of the communication aspect of the SoC and the overall appearance of the system,
but also, are used in many occasions to classify the NoCs and their central components
(the Routers). We tried in this section to cover the main NoC parameters and design
options.
2.2.1.1 NoC Topology
The distribution of network nodes and the schemes of the links between these nodes are
known as the topology. It is one of the parameters that affects the overall area, power
consumption, and speed of the NoC. In terms of regular and scalable topologies, there are
many types with different dimensions. The most popular topologies used with NoCs are
n-dimensional Mesh, Tours, and Ring. Figure 2.5 depicts some examples of practical
topologies.

Figure 2.5 Examples of Network Topologies [13]
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Not much research has been done to compare the effects of implementing FPGA-based
NoCs with different topologies; however, 2-dimentional Mesh is the most dominant
approach among the proposed work, for its physical mapping simplicity and routing
patterns straightforwardness, as well as cost predictability.

2.2.1.2 Switching Techniques
The way that messages pass through the network from upstream to downstream is known
as switching technique. Network latency is affected by the switching technique used.
Circuit switching (CS) and packet switching (PS) are the recognized methods of data
transmitting among NoC researchers. Circuit switched networks reserve a physical path
before transmitting the data packets, while packet switched networks transmit the packets
without reserving the entire path [14]. CS technique requires a setup time to build and
tear down connections, and its channel reservation nature often leads to idle times and
causes unreliable blocking. The only upside to this method is its ability to provide
guaranteed bandwidth during connection times [3]. On the other hand, PS routers can
send the message packet by packet any time as smaller fractions called flits. The packet
will be directed to its destination based on the routing information included in it,
interleaving with other packets. PS kind can be further classified to three modes or subtechniques as follows:


Store-And-Forward (SAF)

This scheme buffers the entire packet inside the router and forwards it only when there is
enough space available in the receiving node to accommodate the whole packet. While
this simplifies the design, it makes the latency proportional to packet size and requires a
large amount of buffer space at each node. Hence, it increases the overall area.

 Wormhole (WH)
Wormhole mode mediates between packet switched flow control and circuit switched
concepts. Buffering requirements in WH is very low; hence it supports the design of NoC
routers with smaller area. The first flit (head flit) carries the routing information of
packet. It is routed to the next hop and all remaining body flits will follow the same path
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in a pipeline fashion. As soon as the flit is received at a router, it can be transmitted.
Therefore, latency is proportional to the flit size. However, blocking the head flit leads to
channel reservation along the path because the whole packet will be blocked in the places
where its flits span. This makes WH mode more prone to deadlock than other techniques.


Virtual Cut Through (VCT)

Virtual Cut Through (VCT) strategy is a mix between store-and-forward and wormhole
strategies. It supports higher throughput than wormhole routing by efficiently releasing
the upstream buffers during blockages [4]. Buffering requirements is the same as SAF
mode, but the packet flows as in a WH mode while there is no blocking. The action taken
in the case of blocking, however, is unlike WH. While the head flit of the packet stops,
the body flits continue to move in the path toward the blocked node until they eventually
aggregate in its buffer if the head is still blocked. This approach solves the problem of
stalling the channels existing in WH; however, nodes must be able to buffer the entire
packet. Thus, the router area is much bigger than WH and also the packet size should be
limited and predetermined.
Figure 2.6 explains the differences between switching techniques in terms of latency in
contention-free network. VCT is not shown because it is similar to WH in this case. The
transmission events over the time from the source “S” through the intermediate nodes (I1,
I2, and I3) toward the destination are shown in the Figure.

2.2.1.3 Flow Control
Flow control describes the behavior of the network to allocate its resources to message
packets. These resources include buffers if any, channels, ports, and control logic.
Depending on the employed switching technique, the amount of allocated resources and
timing will vary. For example, circuit switched technique does not require buffers while
packet switched does. The most popular scenarios of flow control are handshaking and
credit based protocols.
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Figure 2.6 Comparison between switching techniques: (1) Store-and-Forward Switching, (2)
Circuit Switching, and (3) Wormhole Switching [15].

2.2.1.4 Buffer Size
Buffers are needed to control the flow of messages traversing the network based on
packet-switched techniques, and also advocated to handle network’s contention and
decrease latency. The minimum required buffer dimensions (width and depth) are
functions of switching modes, packet size, flit size, and expected traffics. Buffers are
approved to be the most dominating consumer of chip area among the routers’
components. One of the vital goals in designing NoCs is to minimize the buffer size to
save a considerable amount of area without or at least with reasonable performance
(latency/throughput) degradation.

2.2.1.5 Link Width
The links between nodes represent communication channels that will be used to forward
messages from one router to another through the path between source and distention. The
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width of these links not only bounds flit size and bandwidth of the network, but affects
the size of buffers at ports as well. Also, area and power consumption are influenced by
tuning this parameter because of its direct impact on the number of wires in the network.

2.2.1.6 Routing Algorithm
The routing algorithm defines the path taken by a packet between the source router and
the target router. Designer’s goal is to make the routing scheme as efficient as possible to
maintain high speed performance and low area and power consumption, while avoiding
network ties such as deadlock, livelock, and starvation as well as the possibility of
offering recovery mechanisms and congestion control. Routing algorithms can be
classified in several ways. The surveys presented in [10] and [15] provide ample
backgrounds about these classifications. For NoCs, XY routing is very popular for its
simplicity and low area overhead. It’s a deterministic minimal algorithm that is usually
implemented using a distributed routing, where each node in the path will direct the
packet based on the routing information included in its head. The packet is directed to the
network X axis first until it reaches the Y axis of the destination node. Then, it is directed
to that node through the Y axis. The XY-routing is one of the cheapest approaches to
obtain a deadlock free network [4] and [16], and also prevents livelock [3]. One of the
important factors that affects the latency of the network is the routing decision time,
which is affected by the routing algorithm and how it is implemented. Minimizing this
time decreases the latency.

2.2.1.7 Arbitration
Since NoC’s routers usually receive simultaneous messages from surrounding nodes,
internal scheduling is required to regulate the priority of granting output ports to
incoming packets. This scheme is known as arbitration. It can be classified to static and
dynamic. Static arbitrations are fixed to specific order, which makes them simple to
implement; however, they are prone to starvation problem. On the other hand, dynamic
schemes adapt with network conditions at run-time. Although this approach is more
complicated to implement and might consume more area, it is more efficient, flexible,
and provides a starvation-free NoC. There are various arbitration schemes such as; Round
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Robin, First Come First Serve, Priority Based, and Priority Based Round Robin. Usually,
the first two are used for best effort data delivery and the last two are used for guaranteed
traffic.

2.2.2 NoC Evaluation Criterions
2.2.2.1 Cost Metrics
Area and power consumption are the most leading criterions of the NoC cost. The
designer’s goal is to minimize them especially for small and mobile applications, where
these resources are limited. More concern about these costs arises with the utilization of
FPGAs to accommodate contemporary SoCs that are known as FPSoCs. Because FPGAs
have fixed logic units and routing paths, their area and power consumption are correlated.
Getting small area usually depends on NoC design parameters and implementation
efficiency. Buffers are approved to be the most area hungry components among other
router’s parts, by many researchers. However, buffers are important to reduce the latency
and to handle data flow obstacles. Wormhole switching technique, for instance, is
preferable and appropriate for low cost NoC design because its buffering requirements
are low, although some buffers still needed to overcome its downsides like the case of
adding virtual channels to prevent the deadlock situation or increasing the buffer depth to
decrease channel reservation (making it close to VCT mode). Thus, buffer dimensions
should be further lessened, as well as reducing the area of other router’s components, by
cost-effective design.

2.2.2.2 Performance Metrics
There are many metrics to evaluate the speed of NoCs and they mainly observe data
transaction times. Overall operating frequency is one of the important factors that
influences the speed of message delivery; however, it is not the only factor. The most
universally applicable metrics of NoC are throughput and latency. Throughput is the
amount of data transferred over a period of time. Ideally, it can be referred to as a
bandwidth, which represents the data processing rate under the best possible conditions.
Throughput can be decomposed into several intervals such as overall application, packet
or flit throughput, measured per system, IP core, router, or port, calculated as an average,
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along with other creative possibilities [3]. Latency, on the other hand, represents the
wasted time between sending the data at the source node and receiving it at the
destination node. Usually it is calculated as the average delay of packet/flit traversing the
network. The lower bound of average latency is called the best case latency or zero load
latency. It is the latency of the packet/flit when there is no congestion in the network. The
other approach used to evaluate the latency with the present of congestion, is the
simulation that injects artificial traffic and measures the delivery time. In all cases,
internal router delay and serialization delay play a vital role in the overall latency. These
delays can be reduced through tuning different parameters such as switching techniques
and flow control, and minimizing the routing decision time.

2.3

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)

Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is a special kind of integrated circuits (ICs) that
constructed of arrays of pre-fabricated logic components, routing paths, I/O’s, and
reconfigurable switches, and have the ability to be programmed repeatedly to any desired
digital design that does not exceed the IC capacity. Figure 2.7 illustrates FPGA general
architecture. The design usually is implemented using a Hardware Description Language
(HDL), such as VHDL or Verilog and downloaded (programmed) to the chip after a
compilation procedure that includes synthesizing, placement, routing, and floor planning,
by means of special software such as Altera Quartus II.
The logic units (blocks) are programmable components (typically in the form of look up
tables) and their logic capacities vary from one FPGA product to another. An FPGA is
programmed by loading data bits in memory cells which control transistor switches to
establish non-permanent connections. An FPGA can support hundreds of thousands of
gates of logic operating at speeds of tens of megahertz [3]. With growing chip density in
terms of the number of transistors and gates, more capable logic units that can be used to
implement more sophisticated functions are being offered by some FPGA manufacturers.
Furthermore, modern FPGAs even contain bigger and advanced modules, such as
memory blocks, DSPs, and processors, with some margin of configurability.
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Figure 2.7 FPGA General Architecture [17]

2.3.1 FPGA Advantages and Disadvantages


Advantages:
o Can be programmed and re-programmed many times to implement any
desired digital circuit that fits.
o Compared to Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), FPGA provides
flexible and fast prototyping implementation medium for embedded systems.
o Low development cost and short time to market.
o Easy to upgrade.
o Suitable for research purposes because of:





Fast design cycle.



Immediate results.



No manufacturing operations involved.

Disadvantages:
o Generally slower than ASICs.
o Limited area.
o Need more power.
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2.3.2 FPGA-based NoCs
As FPGAs capacity and capability grow, they are increasingly being used to build wider
range of SoC appliances. The increasing heterogeneity coupled with higher operating
frequencies enable FPGAs to replace ASICs in several high performance applications [4].
The concept of dynamically reconfiguring FPGAs applies well to micro-network design
[8]. Because recent FPGAs have various hardware and/or software blocks embedded
within them, such as DSPs, memory, and even processors, and because NoCs are
approved to be promising solutions to the communication challenges of on-chip
interconnections, these blocks, along with customizable logic blocks, make FPGAs
perfect candidates for NoC designs. FPGAs limitations, however, such as area constrains
that bound the size of the design and in some cases, conflict with obtaining the desired
performance, add the challenge of choosing the wright set of NoC parameters that work
best with FPGAs.

2.3.3 Capacity of a Logic Unit in FPGAs
Because FPGAs can be configured in a variety of patterns, and because their fundamental
logic architectures are different among different FPGA products, there is no direct oneto-one theoretical mapping to compare the logic unit of one FPGA’s architecture to
another without performing full place and route compilations using the appropriate
software tools [18].
The efficiency of logic utilization of an FPGA architecture depends on the following
factors:


The logic capacity of a single logic unit.



The embedded functions that are present in the FPGA, such as a DSP block or
embedded RAM.



The structure of the design, such as whether the design includes multiplexing, wide
functions, or arithmetic functions.



The effectiveness of the synthesis tool.



The quality of the place and route software.
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2.3.4 Choosing FPGA Target Device
The most popular FPGA families of devices used in NoC research are Xilinx [19] VirtexII and Virtex-4, and Altera Stratix and Stratix II. Before making the decision to choose
the appropriate family and device that will be used for accommodating the application
design, studying their structures and characteristics are needed for the following two
reasons:
1.

To meet the application requirements such as area, speed, and power.

2.

To be able to make a comparison between the design on hand and previous work
fairly.

2.3.4.1 Stratix II FPGA Family Logic Structure
The Stratix II basic logic unit is called the adaptive logic module (ALM). A single ALM
contains two adaptive look-up tables (ALUTs), which provide up to two independent
combinational outputs, two adder logic blocks, and two registers. [18]. Figure 2.8 shows
Stratix II ALM.

Figure 2.8 Stratix II ALM [20]
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The combinational logic block can be adaptively divided into two LUTs that are either
the same or different sizes. For higher performance and reduced area, one can configure
an ALM as a large LUT with up to seven inputs. This reduces the logic level and routing
delay that impact performance when cascading smaller four-input LUTs. For better logic
resource efficiency, two LUTs of different sizes into a single ALM can be implemented
to reduce the waste of logic resources [20].

2.3.4.2 Virtex-based FPGA Families Logic Structure
On the other hand, the Virtex-II Pro / Virtex-4 device logic unit is the Slice. A Virtexbased slice can be divided into two half-slices. Each slice consists of two fixed four-input
LUTs, embedded multiplexers, carry logic, and two registers. See Figure 2.8. To
implement functions with greater than four inputs, four-input LUTs are either cascaded
together by general routing or combined together using the embedded multiplexers in the
slices [20].

Figure 2.9 (Virtex-II Pro / Virtex-4) Slice [20]

2.3.4.3 Stratix II VS. Virtex-based Comparison
Based on Steve Sharp, Xilinx Corporate Solutions Marketing [21], the device utilization
shown in Table 2.1 below for the test design, was taken from the respective map/fitting
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reports generated by the implementation tools. It can be understood that Altera Stratix II
device slightly consumes fewer logic resources than Xilinx Virtex-4 device. However,
they performed this test to compare the power consumption between Stratix II and
Virtex-4. The diagram in Figure 2.9 shows the power measurement according to their
hardware-based power consumption evaluations. They verified that Virtex-4 FPGAs
consume less power than Stratix II FPGAs.

Table 2.1 Stratix II VS. Virtex-4 Device Utilization Example based on Xilinx Source [21]

Figure 2.10 Stratix II VS. Virtex-4 Power Consumption Example from Xilinx Source [21]
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On the other hand, Altera white papers [18], [20], claim the superiority of Altera Stratix
II FPGA family in terms of resource utilization and performance. Table 2.2 compares
Stratix II and Virtex-4 implementations of various LUT constructs and arithmetic
functions.
Table 2.2 Stratix II vs. Virtex-4 Implementation Comparison for Various Functions [20].

Note: This comparison applies to all Virtex-based devices
Table 2.3 shows the performance and logic utilization summary for different simple
design building blocks that commonly appear in real designs that was benchmarked and
compared between the Stratix II and Virtex-4 devices by Altera.

Table 2.3 Design Building Block Performance & Logic Utilization Comparison between Stratix
II &Virtex-4 FPGAs according to Altera [20].

Note: Logic utilization excludes the ALM or slice’s input and output register (flip flop) usage

Based on extensive benchmark analysis done by Altera [18], using real customer designs,
the ratio of Stratix II ALUT to other architecture building blocks is specified in Table 2.4.
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It shows the relative logic capacity of a single Stratix II ALUT compared to a Stratix
logic element (LE) and a Virtex-based logic cell (LC), normalized to Stratix II.
One Stratix II ALUT is comparable to that of 1.25 Stratix Les and 1.54 Virtex LCs.

Table 2.4 Normalized Relative Logic Capacity based on Altera White Paper [18]

Using the previous ratio as a conversion factor, when comparing the Stratix II and VirtexII Pro devices, the approximate equivalent device density can be comprehended. Table
2.5 lists some devices in the Stratix-II and Virtex-II Pro families. Nevertheless, because
of variations in design structures and logic utilization, the design must still be compiled
in design software such as Quartus II to get the actual device utilization.

Table 2.5 Stratix II vs. Virtex-II Pro Equivalent Device Matchup from Altera [18]
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Xilinx white paper WP161 (Comparing Virtex-II and Stratix Logic Utilization) states that
one slice is equivalent to 2.25 logic cells (LC) [3].
It can be concluded that:

Number of Startix II ALUTs = Number of Virtex-based Slices X 2.25 X 0.65
We have chosen to use Altera Stratix II family because of the advantages mentioned
above. This information, such as the conversion, factors will be useful in obtaining a
comparison between our proposed design and some other designs that target different
FPGAs products, in chapter 4.

2.4

Related Research Work

Network on Chip and especially FPGA-based NoC is a relatively recent topic of research,
even though the operating theory is inherited from well-known computer networks. In
addition to exploring the design space to enhance the performance of the NoC via tuning
their wide range of parameters, researchers are also concerned about the FPGA’s tight
restrictions in terms of area, as well as the increase of power consumption. In this section,
we give an overview of available FPGA-based NoCs’ previous work achievements and
shortcomings. A quantitative comparison and analysis of most relevant work to our
design is explained in Chapter 4.
The authors of ICN [22] introduced a fully-pipelined 2X2 2D-torus NoC, and they use a
wormhole routing. As well, they presented an IP interface model. The design requires 2
head flits and 1 tail flit to be included in a packet. The archived frequency is 40 MHz and
the area was characterized and estimated, but no latency results were reported.
The work, presented by Bartic et al. [23], provides a scaled Virtual Cut Through (VCT)
NoC. They optimized their design for speed by sacrificing very large area consumption.
Their frequency is 50 MHz and the best case latency of their design was analyzed as a
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number of cycles using a formula similar to the one we used to calculate and compare the
latency.
RASoC [24] proposed by Zeferino et al., discusses the area of a wormhole router by
varying the channel width considering FIFO depth = 2 and 4 flits, synthesized in Altera
FPGA FLEX family. The achieved area is relatively high with this small size of
buffering. Although they reported the average frequency, which is 56.7 MHz, they did
not discuss the latency, or the effect of using such small buffers on it.
In Hermes [25], the authors tried to enhance the area and latency of their router and
configured NoC; however, their design suffers from two drawbacks that prevent these
enhancements. First, is the length of time required for the routing decision, which is 10
clock cycles, and second, is the use of handshake protocol that needs at least 2 clock
cycles to forward a flit. This will increase the lower bound of the average latency and
constrains the minimum needed buffer size. A third drawback is the slow frequency,
which is only 25 MHz. However, they provided a formula to calculate the best case
latency and proved the feasibility of this formula by simulation. A framework for
networks on chip generation and verification is later presented by the same authors in
MAIA [26].
LiPaR, presented by Sethuraman et al. in [27] is designed to establish simultaneous
connections between input and output ports through decentralizing the arbitration as an
attempt to reduce the latency. This along with the use of 5X5 crossbar, costs a lot of area;
yet, the latency was still unimproved because of the use of store and forward (SAF)
switching mode that makes the latency proportional to the packet size. The other issue
with the use of SAF mode is the need to provide a large buffering especially when the
packet size is big. They assumed that the packet size will not exceed 16; thus, their buffer
depth is designed to be 16 as well; however, the area of 3X3 Mesh NoC wastes 3934
(28.72%) slices of Xilinx XC2VP30 FPGA with only (32.25 MHz) frequency. The
latency was studied as the number of cycles needed for different scenarios of
communication. They use a formula to calculate this latency. Later, Sethuraman,
introduced a Multi-Local Port Router (MLPR) in [28] as an architectural modification to
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LiPaR to enable the use of multi local cores. The stated results pointed out the percentage
area saving and performance enhancement, compared to the single local core LiPaR,
without reporting explicit synthesis results. Then, the authors extended their work by
proposing Multi2 router, a Multi-cast Multi Local Port Router in [29], intending to
decrease the latency and traffic. They proved by simulation the ability to broadcast to any
combination (non-contiguous random scheme) of local ports simultaneously. However,
the synthesis results showed an increased area and timing as a result of incrementing the
number of local ports. This happens because the width of data packet is increased to 16 in
order to accommodate the extra bit requirements for implementing the multi-cast feature.
In [30] they presented OptiMap: a tool for automated generation of NoC architectures
using multiport routers for FPGAs.
Hilton et al., who published PNoC [9], compared their circuit switched (CS) router with
bus-based networks and proved the performance advantage of a network-based approach
in terms of scalability and simultaneous communications between the system cores. Some
strategies have been proposed to overcome the major CS problems such as the idle time
on communication links and required setup latency. They also compared their 8-ports
router to a packet switched 8-routers Mesh NoC proposed in [23]. Yet, the area still large
let alone the growth of the routing complexity with the increasing number of router ports
that will limit the scalability. Further, the comparison does not include the latency
although they reported a good frequency.
GNoC [31] proposed by Vistias et al., uses a generic router whose area can be traded-off
for performance in many different ways. They characterized the area by varying the
number of ports, bandwidth, traffic injection rates, and routing algorithm; by constraining
the performance metrics such as: throughput and latency, for the execution of dedicated
applications where heterogeneous NoC may be the most appropriate solution. They found
that sharing some of the router’s resources could enhance the area, but increases the
latency.
Janarthanan et al. launched MoCReS [1], an NoC that enables the routers to function at
independent operating frequencies. Their stand-alone VCT router can operate at high
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frequency; however, the latency is bounded by the long setup time needed for
accomplishing the routing decision. The area was obtained based on a buffer depth of
only 8 assuming that the packet size will be 8 flits at maximum. Their router area will
dramatically increase if more realistic packet size is used because VCT mode requires
buffer size that is greater than or equal to the packet size.
The design, devolved by Brugge et al. in [3], intended to provide a parameterized NoC by
proposing a component library and conducting some experiments to explore the effect of
a variety of router parameters on area and latency. They include the effect of multi local
cores and IP-core-to-router mapping strategy, which are comparable to the work in [28]
and [30]. The area is competitive to the previous work, but still high. In spite of their
router’s ability to operate at a quite good frequency (100 MHz), the latency results are not
convincing due to some design deficiencies including the use of the Store and Forward
(SAF) switching mode that make the latency proportional to the packet size, and the use
of handshake protocol as a flow control that requires more clock cycles.
Lu at al. [32] recently tackled the idea of reducing the zero-load-latency (minimum
latency) and they attained 2 clock cycles. Nevertheless, because of wasted clocks in
delivering the flits and credits, their router’s buffer should be at least 5 locations depth to
achieve full utilization of the available bandwidth. They also studied the effect of the
number of ports (radix) and channel width (bandwidth) on router area, frequency, and
power consumption. The FPGA resources utilization is relatively large for some
configurations taking into account the recent FPGA device they used, which provides
270,400 LUTs.
We tried in our research to avoid most of the technical hitches noticed in reviewed
literature to enhance the area without neglecting the performance. This overview has
been attempted to some extent to be comprehensive; yet, because NoCs are a vast
research field, not all the aspects are covered here. We agreed with the use of a formula
similar to the one presented in some works to calculate the zero load latency and we
extend that to utilize it to create a quantitative comparison with other work based on a
case study.
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2.5

Summary

A background about NoCs and FPGAs concepts and related work is covered in this
chapter. An idea about On-Chip communication development, NoC building components,
parameters and classifications of NoCs’ routers, and NoCs’ evaluation criterions are
provided. Then, FPGAs’ technology aspects that contain the advantages and the
disadvantages, and choosing the appropriate FPGA device including a comparison
between Altera Stratix II and Xilinx Virtex-based, are discussed. The Chapter ends with
an ample review of available previously proposed FPGA-based NoC research. This
background is important to presume the key factors of exploring the design space for
FPGA-based NoCs and comparison. Chapter 3 presents a description of the proposed
NoC router structural design, versions, design efficiency strategies, and functionality.
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3

Chapter 3
NoC-Router Design and Architecture

_______________________________________
The router represents the heart of the NoC, and its design efficiency determines the
performance and cost of the Network. Our designed router has three versions that have a
common general architecture, but have some differences in terms of design parameters
and added enhancements. These versions are VCTR, WHR-1clk, and WHR-2clk. Starting
with the chosen parameters for designing our router, the router’s architecture, is then
described along with the techniques used to augment the performance and reduce the
area. After that, the functionally of the router is verified by simulation.

3.1

Setting Router Design Parameters

Our router is designed to support 2D-Mesh topology although it can be easily modified to
work with other topologies, such as torus. Mesh topology is selected because of its
scalability, physical mapping simplicity, and routing patterns straightforwardness, as well
as cost predictability. This will be suitable for FPGA implementation.
Two modes of packet switching techniques are utilized to form the proposed router
versions. The first mode is the Virtual Cut Through (VCT) that is used with VCTR
version, and the second mode is the Wormhole (WH) that is used with WHR-1clk and
WHR-2clk versions. Architectural and functional differences between these three
versions will be discussed in the following sections.
Credit based flow control is employed in our design to allocate the network resources to
the packets. The way we implement this protocol is very efficient. It consumes only one
clock cycle to forward a flit from one node to another and also, requires only one wire or
signal, which is called Credit_in or Credit_out in our design, for each input or output
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channel. Hand shake protocol, in contrast, would require more clock cycles (at least two)
and more wires (Request/Acknowledge) for each channel.
Buffer size is made parametarizable using VHDL generics. However, it is chosen to be
eight locations depth when obtaining the synthesis results to make a fair comparison
among the three versions and with previous work. It is referred to as buffer_size.
Link width, which is interrelated to flit size, is referred to as flit_size in this design and is
also, made parametarizable. For prototyping purposes, it is also chosen to be eight bits.
Our design uses XY routing algorithm for its simplicity and efficiency. The direction that
packets should take is decided by each node based on stored codes after comparing the
destination address carried in the head flit of the packet. Direction decoding time is part
of the routing decision time. We minimize this time by including a separate Direction
Decoder unit that is responsible for providing this direction to the routing and arbitration
unit, Arbiter, instantly after the arrival of the head flit to the first location of the buffer
and activating the selection signal LUT_sel via the Arbiter, which is used to select the
right address from the corresponding input port.
A central dynamic Round Robin arbitration scheme, which provides a starvation-free
network, is implemented to control the priority regulation between input ports competing
for an output port.

3.2

Router General Overview

Fig 3.1 shows the block diagram of the designed router and its external links that
connects it to the adjacent (North, East, South, and West) IPs/routers, as well as the local
IP. VHDL is used for the router implementation. There are one input port and one output
port corresponding to each direction. Thus, the router has 5 input ports and 5 output ports
in general. This number of ports is sufficient to deal with the worst cases of 2D-Mesh
topology connections, which are the intermediate nodes, even though the network’s
external (sides) nodes require only 4 links, while the angle nodes need only 3. Further,
not all routers have to be connected to local IP cores. Routers without local cores are used
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to complete the network connections, and the number of required links is reduced by 1 in
these routers.

Figure 3.1 Router Block Diagram

The input ports receive the signals Flit_in, Credit_in, and In_ack, from the neighboring
nodes or local IP, while the output ports send the signals Channel, Credit_out, and
corresponding of NoC_in_req. The router is internally constructed of four components.
These components are; FIFO Buffer, Direction Decoder, Switch, and Arbiter. Each
component is either behaviorally described or structurally composed of sub-components
that are also designed in the same manner. The total number of built components and subcomponents is 13 including the main module, the Router, while the hierarchy of the
router design utilizes 41 instantiated modules as it can be explained by Figure 3.2. This
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hierarchical design enables us to instantiate some repeated components such as FIFO
Buffers, and also facilitates the verification and modification stages.

Figure 3.2 Router Design Hierarchy

3.3

Router Micro-Architecture

3.3.1 Router Versions Variances
Although the general architecture of the router is the same in the three proposed versions,
there are some essential variances inside some components, which result from the use of
different protocols to deliver the messages between the nodes. These variances change
parts of the implementation logic, and hence, affect the physical characteristics and
performance of the router.
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VCTR version uses the virtual cut through switching technique that is characterized by
the ability to buffer the whole packet. Since the buffer depth is limited and fixed during
the runtime, the packet size should be pre-designed to be less than or equal to the
designed buffer depth. In our router, buffer depth is parametarisable and can be chosen at
design time using VHDL generics. It is chosen to be equal to the selected packet size,
which is 8 flits, for prototyping purposes. There is no need to include the size of the
packet in the head flit and no processing is involved to obtain this size at the routing and
arbitration unit because it is already known. In contrast, WHR-1clk and WHR-2clk
versions of our router use the wormhole switching technique that can deal with different
packet sizes. The size of the packet will be included in the head flit and will be obtained
by the routing and arbitration unit to use it to count the number of forwarded flits at
runtime.
The difference between WHR-1clk and WHR-2clk, however, is the use of dual clock
mechanism [5] with the proposed WHR-2clk version, which will be innovatively
implemented with our router in FPGA-based NoCs. This mechanism is explained below:


Dual Clock Mechanism

The concept of this mechanism is to use different clocks to forward the head flit and the
body flits of the packet. The reason is the possibility of forwarding the body flits
immediately without any computations. Hence, they can be forwarded with much faster
clock than the clock that will be used for the head flit, which must follow the routing
decision logic timing. The theoretical result is: reducing the average latency and the
contention, via compressing the effective length of body flits in the time domain. Figure
3.3 shows the difference between using the same clock for head flit “H” and body flits
“B”, and using different clocks, to control the flow.

3.3.2 Packet Format
The main role of a packet-switched network is to transport packets from source to
destination. A packet is the smallest logical unit of data that an IP can inject into the
network. A packet consists of multiple flits (packets can also be only one flit). A flit is
the smallest physical unit of data that is routed by the network. The first few flits of the
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packet are called header-flits. They contain the destination address (i.e. routing
information) of the packet. The actual payload of the packet is contained in the remaining
flits [22].

Figure 3.3 Time-space diagram for sending a 5-flit packet over 4 channels [5].
(a) WHR-1clk version. (b) WHR-2clk version.

The number of flits in the packet must be fixed and predefined in VCTR version. It is
important to note that the maximum packet size will not exceed the designed buffer size
(see section 3.3.2.1). On the other hand, using the wormhole (WH) switching mode in
WHR-1clk and WHR-2clk versions, gives more flexibility to the packetizing unit to form
the packets with desired size. The wormhole router will be able to deal with different
packet sizes without predefinition. However, the flit size, in bits, affects the upper
boundary of the packet size (see section 3.3.2.2).
A novel idea is introduced in our design regarding the minimizing of the control fields
included in the flit. As it can be seen in Figure 3.4, no control fields are included in the
body flits. Also, the packet does not have a tail flit. In order for the router to sense the
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head flit and the end of the pay-load, some logic has been added in arbitration and routing
unit instead of using the traditional flit type field(s), (see section 3.2.5). This idea works
toward reducing FIFO buffer width by some bit(s), consequently, saving a considerable
amount of consumed buffer area, as well as the power consumption, and providing more
realistic evaluation in terms of the actual delivered data (Throughput). The feasibility of
this approach has been approved by comparing the synthesis results with and without
using control fields.
3.3.2.1 VCTR Version Packet Format
In our design, the packet size for VCTR version can be predefined anywhere from 1 flit
to the designed buffer size number of flits. As shown in Figure 3.4, the first flit is the
head flit that contains the routing information. It is followed by the body flits that carry
the data. Looking closely at the head flit, it can be seen that the most significant 4 bits are
particularized to store the destination address of the packet. The least significant bit will
be set high by the packetizing unit to be used as the arriving notification signal. The
remaining least significant bits (flit size – 4) are not used for this mode because, as
mentioned before, the packet size is already known by the router as a built-in parameter;
it is predetermined during the design time as a function of the buffer size.

(Packet_size)flits ≤ (buffer_size)locations
3.3.2.2 WHR Versions Packet Format
In the wormhole mode case, the size of the packet sent by the packetizing unit at the
source node is unknown by the routers. This size must be included in the head flit (Packet
Size field in Figure 3.4). Our wormhole router is designed to obtain this size and use it to
transfer the right number of flits after establishing the connection between the current
router and the next router in the path that is already set by the routing and arbitration
logic. The relationship between packet size and flit size is defined by the following
equation:

(Packet_size)flits ≤ 2(flit_size – 4)bits
Where flit_size ≥ 5 bits.
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Figure 3.4 Packet Format

3.3.3 Input Port (FIFO Buffer)
Associated with each input port, we use an input FIFO buffer for temporarily storing the
coming flits until they find their way to the final destination. Our buffer works on the
basis of first in first out (FIFO) mechanism. Figure 3.5 sketches the internal design of our
FIFO Buffer module. It consists of two main units: control unit FIFO_CU and data path
FIFO_DP. FIFO_CU receives the control signals In_req and Out_req, and transmits the
signal Credit_out, and it is responsible for flits loading and shifting, as well as tracking
the buffer usage through its internal sub-modules: Finite State Machine FSM, Counter,
and Decoder. FIFO_DP, on the other hand, receives the coming flits, stores them
temporarily, and transmits them to the next stages in the router under the control of
FIFO_CU unit. It is designed as a number of shift registers SR. Each SR is used to store
one flit, which with other SRs, represents the depth of the buffer. The number of locations
(FIFO depth) must be greater than or equal to the number of possible flits that can be
stored during the routing decision time in order to get the best case latency. In our router
design the decision time is only a one clock cycle; and the time needed to write a flit is
only one clock cycle as well (Credit-based protocol has been used). Therefore, only one
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buffer location, as well as the head flit location, is enough to get the minimum latency
with the absence of blocking. However, the buffer size has been made parameterizable
and chosen to be 8 to make a fair comparison with other designs. Also, these extra buffer
locations will be useful to handle the contention if needed.
Upon the arrival of the packet at the input port, it is stored in the FIFO Buffer flit by flit
every clock cycle; given that free space is available. At the same time and with the same
speed, FIFO Buffer will be evacuated as long as the assigned output port finds free space
at the adjacent destination’s input port. The evacuation stops when the control signal
“Credit_in” coming to Arbiter from that adjacent node is not valid, indicating that no
more space is available. However, the storage in the current buffer will continue. The
control signal “Credit_out” representing this port will be sent as a back pressure to the
adjacent source node, when FIFO Buffer becomes nearly full.
As soon as the first flit (head_flit) reaches the first location of the FIFO, which is
connected directly to the routing stage as well as the Switch, the packet information
included in this header flit will notify the Arbiter about the arrival of the packet in this
port, and provide the destination address to the Direction Decoder to calculate the
direction.

Figure 3.5 The Architecture of FIFO Buffer
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3.3.4 Direction Decoder
The Direction Decoder unit is responsible for obtaining the direction that packet should
take based on the address provided by the head flit. An architectural diagram of this unit
is shown in Figure 3.6. It receives the address from the head flit that just arrived to the
first location of the FIFO Buffer unit. The addresses coming through the input signals
N_addr, E_addr, S_addr, W_addr, and L_addr are multiplexed via a LUT_mux
component, which is controlled by a signal called LUT_mux_sel derived by the Arbiter.
The direction will be forwarded through the signal Dest_out to the input signal Direction
at Routing & Arbitration unit Arbiter after decoding in the form of a 3-bit code (001, 010,
011, 100, or 101) representing the directions (North, East, South, West, or Local)
respectively. It is important to note that the design of this unit depends on the location of
the node in the NoC taking into account XY-Routing algorithm. Our design of this table
was done based on 3X3 mesh topology for prototyping purposes; however, it can be
easily modified to support 4X4 mesh or even bigger and different topologies by
modifying the other parts of the router such as the packet format.

Figure 3.6 Direction Decoder Architecture

3.3.5 Routing & Arbitration Unit (Arbiter)
Although several messages (up to 5 in our design) can arrive and be buffered at the
router’s input ports concurrently, the routing decisions are serialized by traversing the
output channels in the order decided by the Arbiter. Arbitration is done by a round-robin
method implemented with a dynamic priority scheme. The notifications arriving from the
input ports will be served in the following order: North, East, South, West, and Local.
The last port served will be given the least priority in the following transmission.
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Because of the variances between our router versions mentioned in section 3.3.1, there is
a difference in some input signals entering the Arbiter as is explained in Figure 3.7.
VCTR version uses N_arrived, E_arrived, S_arrived, W_arrived, and L_arrived single
wire signals, coming from the least significant bit of head flits, as notifications of the
north, east, south, west, and local input ports respectively. On the other hand, both WHR1clk and WHR-2clk use N_packet_size, E_packet_size, S_packet_size, W_packet_size,
and L_packet_size multiple wire signals as notifications of the corresponding input ports
as well as carrying the packet size information. The packet size is obtained and
considered as the start value of a counter that will be decremented by one each time a flit
is transported.
Upon granting an input port, the Arbiter configures the Direction Decoder unit using the
output signal LUT_sel asking it to provide the direction based on the information
provided by the current processed packet from the current corresponding port. Then, the
availability of free buffer locations in the neighboring destination hop is checked through
examining the validity of the signal Credit_in connected to input signals N_credit,
E_credit, S_credit, W_credit, and L_credit before opening the channel. As well, by using
the output signal in_out_Ctrl, the Arbiter will acknowledge the FIFO Buffer unit and
enable the multiplexers in the cross point matrix Switch to establish a connection.

Figure 3.7 Arbiter Architecture (a) for WHR versions (b) for VCTR version
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3.3.6 Switching Box (Switch)
The switching box is the final stage of the router. It maps the packets coming from the
input ports to the assigned channels. The switch, as shown in Figure 3.8, is composed of
five (5–to-1) multiplexers supporting all possible connections between input and output
ports. Enabling the multiplexers and selecting the appropriate inputs is accomplished via
the control signals N_en, E_en, S_en, W_en, and L_en, and sel respectively, which are
derived by the Arbiter. The input signals N_in, E_in, S_in, W_in, and L_in are linked to
corresponding flits coming from input buffers, while N_out, E_out, S_out, W_out, and
L_out are joined to router channels. Smaller multiplexers (2-to-1 and/or 4-to-1) could
have been used to establish the connections according to the node position in the
network. The possibility of that is due to the fact that packets are not supposed to be
routed back to the node they come from. Also, based on XY routing algorithm, packets
arriving from vertical directions are only routed to the other direction (North or South) of
the same axis (Y), (not to (X) directions East and West), as well as the routing to the local
port. Furthermore, the routers located at the sides and the angles (corners) of the mesh
network, have fewer numbers of adjacent nodes, and consequently, have fewer number of
input and output ports. In order to evaluate the effect of using the general full (5-to-1)
multiplexers versus the use of customized (2-to-1 and/or 4-to-1) ones, and come up with
the optimal design in terms of area, speed, and power consumption, some experiments
were performed on our router on the basis of it being put in the middle of the NoC and
surrounded by other nodes from all the directions (worst case). The characteristics of our
single clock wormhole router were gaged using Altera Quartus II synthesis tool.
Interestingly and surprisingly, it showed that resource utilization (area) had been
increased and the frequency had been decreased, when the smaller customized (2-to-1
and/or 4-to-1) multiplexers are used to construct the switch instead of using the full
bigger (5-to-1) multiplexers. FPGA device architecture might be behind this unexpected
result. As a result of this experiment, and for simplicity, flexibility, and reusability of
general (5-to-1) multiplexer in our router design, it is chosen to build the switch model.
The effects of customizing the multiplexers all over the NoC have not been evaluated
because it is out of the focus of this research; however, it will be interesting to consider
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that as part of future work taking into account NoC sides and corners and exploring the
FPGA aspects of utilizing the internal logic elements to configure NoC functional design.
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Figure 3.8 Switch Architecture
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N_out[7..0]

3.4

Design Improvement Techniques

In order to refine the area and the speed of our router, some strategies during the design
are applied. Although some of these techniques are mentioned previously, the most
effective and innovative ideas are summarized here:
•

Minimize the number of control fields in the packet as well as eliminating the tail
flit, while replacing them with some logic and counters in the routing unit to infer the
start and end of the packets, and consequently, reduce the FIFO size.

•

Use the credit based flow control, so we are able to transmit the flit in only one clock
cycle, instead of using the hand shaking protocol that needs at least two clock cycles,
such as the one used in Hermes [25]. Also, we reduced the number of wires to one
wire (Credit signal) as an alternative to the two wires (Request/Acknowledge
Signals) in the case of hand shaking flow control.

•

Utilize the rising edge of the clock to accomplish and synchronize some operations
while employing the falling edge to undertake other operations. This technique
enables us to squeeze a number of dependable operations in only one clock cycle
either in the FIFO Finite State Machine (FSM) Read/Write operations, or arbitration
and routing handling.

•

Implementing and exploring the idea of augmenting the speed of the wormhole
router using the dual-clock mechanism. This mechanism forwards the body flits of
the packet with faster clock instead of waiting for the slower head flit, resulting in
the compact of the effective length of body flits in the time domain.

3.5

Functionality Verification

Since our router is designed in a hierarchal structure of sub-modules, the functionality is
verified from the base of the pyramid to the top using Altera Quartus II waveform editor
and simulator tool. The main task of the router is to switch incoming packets to the
appropriate channels, which will continue their way until they reach the final destination.
This role of the router is demonstrated by simulation. The following sub sections discuss
the functional simulation of the top module Router for the three proposed router versions.
This simulation represents the router behavior of the node R5 in the center of a 3X3 Mesh
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network as it can be explained in Figure 3.9. The worst case is considered in this
simulation, which is receiving concurrent packets from all surrounding 4 nodes as well as
the local IP.

Figure 3.9 Simultaneous Communications in NoC Router

3.5.1 VCTR Simulation
Figure 3.10 shows the simulation of 5 packets coming simultaneously to the input ports
of the router through its signals N_flit_in, E_flit_in, S_flit_in, W_flit_in, and L_flit_in.
Each packet consists of 8 flits. The first flit is the head flit that contains the destination
address. All packets are routed to the appropriate channels based on these addresses. For
example, the packet received from R8 (Figure 3.9) through the southern input S_flit_in
(Figure 3.10) is directed to be sent to the node R2 since it has the address 2 in its MSB of
the head flit. It can be noticed that this packet is routed to the northern output N_channel
toward its destination. Routing arbitration also can be observed through the timing of
output channels as well as Arbiter_state signal. Because VCT switching is used in this
version, packet size is fixed and the timing of changing the arbitration state is equal.
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Figure 3.10 VCTR Functional Simulation

3.5.2 WHR-1clk Simulation
The behavior of this version of the router that uses WH switching is shown in Figure
3.11. The coming packets have different sizes. This size is included in the LSB of the
head flit. For example, it is 6 in the packet entering through E_flit_in signal. That means
forwarding 6 flits to the appropriate channel, which is S_channel in this case, because the
destination address is the node 8. The timing of changing the arbitration state as we can
see follows the size of the routed packet.

Figure 3.11 WHR-1clk Functional Simulation

3.5.3 WHR-2clk Simulation
The difference between WHR-1clk version and WHR-2clk version can be noticed in
Figure 3.12. Instead of forwarding the head flit and body flits at the same speed as the
first, the later uses faster clock body_clk to forward the body flits. One can see that the
router clock Pin_router_clk is mixed between the slow head_clk and the fast body_clk.
The result of that is compressing the time needed to route the body flits.
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Figure 3.12 WHR-2clk Functional Simulation

3.6

Summary

This chapter presents the architecture of our router, setting the design parameters, and the
differences between the three proposed versions of the router. It also talks about the
techniques and strategies utilized to achieve high performance and low area, and it
concludes with the verification of functionality via simulation. The evaluation process,
implementation results, and comparison are discussed in chapter 4.
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4

Chapter 4
Evaluation and Results

_______________________________________
4.1

Assessment Approach

As it is previously discussed in section 2.2.2, there are many metrics to evaluate the cost
and performance of the NoC routers, which in turn are affected by tuning the NoC
router’s parameters. In this section, we set the specific methodology that was followed to
evaluate our design, and compare its versions among each other and to some other
previous routers.
The first step is choosing the implementation and testing environment. For the reasons
addressed in section 2.3.4, the device EP2S15F672I4 from a very popular Altera Stratix
II FPGA family is chosen to be the target of our design. VHDL was used to implement
the router design and its internal models. Altera Quartus II CAD tool software [4] is the
environment used for synthesizing and compilation (including placement, routing, floor
planning) of the design code to determine the actual physical characteristics in the FPGA
device like Area, Frequency, and power consumption. Associated with this software,
there are built-in tools such as Resource Optimization Advisor, Timing Optimization
Advisor, and Power Optimization Advisor. These tools were used in our design to guide
the synthesis tool to create the design net-list based on the desired outcome in terms of
cost or performance. Hence, the full range of design space can be explored. The other
tool accompanying Quartus II software is the Simulator Tool. This tool was used to
simulate the router and its internal models to test the functionality of the design and the
verification.
The second step is choosing the stages as well as the criterions and metrics that will be
used to explore, gauge, and compare our design cost and performance.
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These measurements are explained by the following stages:
1. Obtain the physical characteristics (Area, Frequency, and Power Consumption) of the
standalone router for our three router versions (VCTR, WHR-1clk, and WHR-2clk)
and compare them among each other.
2. Connect 9 modules of each router version to configure 3X3 Mesh NoC. Then, track
down the physical characteristics for the whole NoC, as well as notice the area of
each individual router module after configuration.
3. Calculate the zero load latency for our stand alone VCTR and for the stand-alone
router of MoCReS [1] that uses VCT switching, and compare them in terms of area
and performance.
4. Compare our WHR-1clk with three widely cited FPGA-based NoC routers in terms of
area and performance including the zero load latency based on case study.

4.2

Results and Analysis

In this section, we report and explore the results attained based on the evaluation
methodology that was set.

4.2.1 Synthesis Results
To provide a wider exploration of the router’s design space, the area, frequency, and
power consumption of our router and the prototyped 3X3 Mesh NoC are reported with
different design optimization. Each characteristic is recounted when the router design is
being optimized for speed, area, and consumed power; one at a time. These results are
presented, analyzed, and compared below. Full synthesis results can be found in the
Appendix. Although the flit size and the packet size are parametarizable in our design, we
reported our results based on a fixed size for both of them to explore the effect of other
parameters such as: flow control and switching techniques through the comparison
between the three versions of the router. Fixing the flit and packet sizes also facilitates
the comparison to previous work. Therefore, flit size and packet size are chosen to be 8
bits and 8 flits respectively.
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4.2.1.1 Area
Our router consumes only a small percentage of the available FPGA device area leaving
the remaining logic to efficiently implement the IPs. This percentage varies from version
to version of our router, and is affected by the sittings of the optimization advisors.
Guiding the synthesis tool by these advisors provides a wide range of design space to
choose the appropriate area of the NoC based on the desired application. The logic
utilization of the FPGA resources, to the router module, also changes when different
configurations of the same module are synthesized. For example, the area of the standalone router different from the area of the individual router module that is configured as a
part of 3X3 Mesh NoC. Similarly, each router module of the 3X3 Mesh NoC has a
different area from others based on its position and connections.
Figure 4.1 shows the logic utilization (area), which is represented by the number of
(ALUTs), for the stand-alone router. The area of the three versions of the router is
compared when the design is optimized for speed, area, and power consumption.

Figure 4.1 Stand-Alone Router Area for the Three Versions
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We noticed that area and power consumption are closely correlated. However, optimizing
the design for the speed increases the area and power consumption.
The 3X3 Mesh NoC area is given in Figure 4.2 for the three router versions, while the
average of the router area in this NoC is shown in Figure 4.3. They explain the change of
router area as a result of configuring the routers in the 3X3 Mesh NoC. It is important to
mention here that the area of each individual router model is reduced after synthesizing
the whole 3X3 Mesh NoC, and each model has a different area from others. Also, the
variances between the areas of the three versions are changed after NoC configuration.
For instance, we can notice that the area of VCTR version is the biggest among the standalone routers, whereas it is the smallest after NoC configuration. When we optimized the
design for the area, the average area of VCTR needs merely 1% (131 ALUTs) of Stratix
II’s EP2S15F672I4 device logic units. WHR-1clk and WHR-2clk need 150 ALUTs and
151 ALUTs respectively, which are only 1.2% of the same device’s logic.

Figure 4.2 3X3 Mesh NoC Area for the Three Versions
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The other important result of this area comparison is that augmenting the wormhole
router with the dual-clock mechanism does not cost extra area. The stand-alone WHR2clk version consumes marginally (0.8% and 3%) more area than WHR-1clk when the
designs are optimized for area and speed respectively. However, the area of WHR-2clk
NoC is (8%) less than the area of WHR-1clk NoC when the design is optimized for
speed. When the NoC is optimized for area, there is only 0.3% difference between the
two versions (WHR-2clk NoC consumes 1352 ALUTs and WHR-1clk NoC consumes
1347 ALUTs).

Figure 4.3 Average Router Area in 3X3 Mesh NoC for the Three Versions

4.2.1.2 Frequency
The attained maximum operating frequencies are very competitive and superior to most
of the previous published FPGA-based NoC designs. Figure 4.4 compares the maximum
operating frequencies of the three versions of the stand-alone router when the design is
optimized for speed and area. The stand-alone VCTR can operate at 127.26 MHz by
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optimizing the router for the speed. While the stand-alone WHR-2clk is slower than
VCTR, it is faster than WHR-1clk version. Optimizing the routers for area degrades the
frequency.

Figure 4.4 Stand-Alone Router Frequencies for the Three Versions

The frequency of the synthesized 3X3 Mesh NoC, for the three versions of the router, is
shown in Figure 4.5. Mostly, there is a degradation in the overall maximum frequency,
when we synthesize the whole network compared to the frequency of stand-alone routers.
This degradation is considerable (40% to 50%) in the case of VCTR version, whereas it is
only (7% - 10%) in the case of WHR-1clk version. For the dual-clock version (WHR2clk) on the other hand, there is (11%) increase of the frequency when it is optimized for
area; and (12%) degradation when the speed optimizer is guiding the synthesis tool. The
3X3 Mesh NoC of WHR-2clk can operate at about 70 MHz, which is faster than the NoC
composed of the other two versions.
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Figure 4.5 3X3 Mesh NoC Frequency for the Three Versions

Figure 4.6 Stand-Alone Router Power Consumption for the Three Versions
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4.2.1.3 Power Consumption
One of the optimization recommendations, provided by Altera Quartus II Power Advisor,
is to optimize the design area, which is contrasted with frequency, in order to reduce the
power consumption. Therefore, as it is displayed in Figure 4.6, power results are
consistent with area results. For the same reason, NoC power consumption is a bit higher
than the stand alone router because more logic is utilized. Figure 4.7 shows the power
results of the 3X3 Mesh NoC for the three versions of the router.

Figure 4.7 3X3 Mesh NoC Power Consumption for the Three Versions

From the previous synthesis results, we can summarize the results in the following points:
1.

Optimizing the design for the speed increases the area and vice versa.

2.

The router area decreased when it is configured into the NoC.

3.

The area overhead of dual-clock augmentation is very marginal compared to the
single clock router. Thus, the approach is feasible.
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4.

For the stand-alone router, VCTR has better frequency than WHRs, but consumes
more area. On the other hand, after NoC configuration, WHR-NoCs have better
frequency and bigger router area.

5.

WHR-2clk can operate at a faster frequency than WHR-1clk in both cases of
configuration (stand-alone and 3X3 Mesh NoC).

6.

The power consumption is proportional to area for all designs.

4.2.2 Performance Calculation and Analysis
Although the simulation results can give some insight about the behavior of the NoC,
they still cannot provide a fair comparison form for NoCs because different designs need
different benchmarks. Also, they mostly depend on artificial traffic generators, not real
applications. Throughout the literature review, we have not found a unified method to
judge the performance of different NoC designs except the formulas used to obtain the
maximum throughput and/or the zero load latency; such as the formulas presented in [1],
[5], [22], [23], and [25].
As a performance metric, we chose to employ the zero load latency or the best case
latency. It represents the lower bound on the average latency of a packet traversing the
NoC. This latency is affected by path length, between the source and the destination, and
the routing time inside the router of each node in the path.
The number of nodes in the path is determined by the topology and routing algorithm.
Decreasing this number diminishes the latency. Also, and more importantly, minimizing
the time spent inside the node for completing the routing decision not only reduces the
latency, but also reduces the required buffer size; hence improves the area.
Theoretically, the router cannot accept new flits from the upstream router while waiting
for the downstream port to be granted unless it has a sufficient number of buffer
locations. This number must be greater than or equal to the number of possible flits that
can be stored during the routing decision time, in order to achieve the best case latency.
In our routers design the decision time is only one clock cycle; and the time needed to
write a flit is only one clock cycle as well (Credit-based protocol has been used).
Therefore, for the two designs of our wormhole router (WHR-1clk and WHR-2clk), only
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one buffer location as well as the head flit location will be sufficient to achieve the
minimum latency. However, the buffer size was made parameterized and chosen to be 8
to make a fair comparison with the VCTR version of the router and some other previous
designs. Also, these extra buffer locations will be useful to handle the contention if
needed. On the other hand, the VCTR’s buffer size is already restricted to be big enough
to accommodate the whole number of flits in the packet and it is also generically
parameterized and chosen to be 8.
Generally, the time (T) needed to transport a packet from the source hop to the
destination hop over the NoC can be calculated as follows:

T = Rd Rc + (Ps – 1) / TP

…………… (4.1)

Where: Rd is the router delay, Rc is the routers count along the path from source to
destination, Ps is the packet size, -1 term is used to exclude the head flit which is counted
with Rd, and TP is the port throughput.
If the NoC works without contention, the peak performance or the full speed can be
reached. In this case the data processing rate utilizes the full capacity of the bandwidth.
Thus, to calculate the best case latency Tbc, the throughput in equation 4.1 will be
replaced by port bandwidth BW as following:

Tbc = Rd Rc + (Ps – 1) / BW …………… (4.2)
In order to evaluate the performance of our designs, formula (4.2) is used to calculate the
best case latency Tbc of the NoC. Tbc can be expressed in nanoseconds if the operating
frequency of the NoC is known. As an assessment case study for the NoC, Rc and Ps are
assumed to be 3 hops and 8 flits respectively. This case study is visualized in Figure 4.8.
The comparison with others is established by calculating the port’s bandwidth (The
maximum throughput) for each design; then calculating the best case latency based on the
same case study.
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Figure 4.8 Zero Load Latency Case Study

4.2.3 Comparison with Previous Work
In addition to comparing the area and frequency, we calculated the zero load latency for
our design and the compared designs based on the same assessment case study
assumptions for Rc and Ps. The comparison is performed in two stages. First, we started
our contrast by presenting a detailed comparison between our stand-alone VCTR and the
results for the stand-alone router provided in MoCReS [1] because it uses the same
switching technique. Table 4.1 explains the details of this comparison, while Figure 4.9
summarizes it. Second, by comparing the results of our WHR-1clk and the results
obtained from ICN [5], Bartic [6] and Hermes [8]. These results are detailed in Table 4.2
and summarized in Fig 4.10.
From Table 4.1, one can infer that our router delay Rd consumes only one clock cycle,
whereas, the competing design MoCReS, wastes seven clock cycles for the routing
decision time Rd. Thus, even though the authors of MoCReS have reported the fastest
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frequency throughout the reviewed literature for FPGA-based routers, which is (357
MHz), our VCTR still has a shorter zero load latency (Tbc) and smaller area.

Table 4.1 a Performance and Area Comparison with MoCReS Stand-Alone Routers

Design

Flit
Size

Flit/Cycle F(MHz)

Port BW

Rd

Tbc

Area

(Mbps)

(Cycles)

(ns)

(ALUTs)

MoCReS(mc)

8

1

357

2856

7

22

441

MoCReS(cc)

8

1

286

2288

7

27.53

412

VCTR(Op_S)

8

1

127

1018

1

14.70

590

VCTR(Op_A)

8

1

83

671

1

22.3

266

Figure 4.9 Performance and Area Comparison between VCTR and MoCReS Summary

MoCReS design has two versions. They are the common clock (cc), and the multiple
clocks (mc). Both of them are included in this comparison along with our VCTR
optimized for speed (Op_S), and VCTR optimized for area (Op_A). When we optimized
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VCTR for speed to make it operate at its fastest possible frequency (127 MHz), the area
increased to (590 ALUTs). This area is 25% higher than MoCReS (mc). However, it can
be noticed from Fig 4.9 that VCTR’s zero load latency is 36% lower than MoCReS.
On the other hand, optimizing our VCTR for area to get the smallest logic utilization (266
ALUTs), which is 40% less than MoCReS (mc), will operate at the same latency as
MoCReS (mc).
MoCReS (cc) gives the worst latency results (27 ns); yet the area is still not much better
than MoCReS (mc).

Table 4.2 a Performance and Area Comparison with some Previous Work

Design

Flit Size Flit/Cycle F(MHz)

Port BW

Rd

(Mbps)

(Cycles)

Tbc (ns)

Area
(ALUTs)

HERMES[25]

8

0.5

25

100

10

1270

406

ICN[22]

16

0.5

40

320

2

172

326

Bartic [23]

16

1

50

800

3

189

807

WHR-1clk

8

1

54

435

1

71

150

The results of the second stage are even more positive. As evident from Table 4.2, our
WHR-1clk significantly outperforms the other routers with lower area, higher frequency,
and significantly reduced zero load latency. The area of WHR-1clk is 53% less than ICN
[4], 63% less than Hermes [6], and 81% less than Bartic [5]. Yet, the frequency is 26%,
54%, and 8% correspondingly higher than these three designs. Furthermore, the number
of clock cycles consumed to finish the routing decision Rd is only 1 cycle in our router,
whereas it is 2, 10, and 3 cycles respectively, in ICN, Hermes, and [5]. This advantage of
WHR-1clk along with its faster frequency, contributed to the reduction of the zero load
latency. The other contributing factor is the use of the credit based flow control in our
design that allows for transmitting each packet’s body flit in only one clock cycle instead
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of the two cycles as in ICN and Hermes. Therefore, WHR-1clk zero load latency is 59%
less than ICN, 62% less than [5], and 94% less than Hermes.

Figure 4.10 Performance and Area Comparison with some Previous Work Summary

4.3

Summary

In this chapter, we started by setting the evaluation methodology of our design, which
includes choosing the test environment, and determining the assessment steps. Synthesis
results for the three versions of our router and configured NoCs are obtained, compared,
and analyzed; providing a wide exploration of NoC routers design space. Further,
comparisons with previous work based on cost and performance are discussed and
analyzed. These comparisons demonstrate the superiority of our routers, and prove the
feasibility of our approach and the employed design strategies.
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5

Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Research Directions
_______________________________________
With current FPGAs that deliver high bandwidth, high level of system integration, and
convenient flexibility with reduced cost and low total power for high-end applications,
FPSoCs are promising to provide reliable and practical digital systems for contemporary
applications that require intensive computations and limited dimensions.
Since NoCs are a favorable approach to overcome the limitations of traditional bus-based
and point-to-point on-chip communications used with SoCs, more research is needed to
explore the design space of FPGA-based NoCs, and to offer more efficient solutions to
existing NoC drawbacks.
This thesis tries to contribute to this research by exploring the design space of NoC
routers, as a dominant component of the network, and introduces novel techniques that
enhance the area of the router and boost its performance.
We implemented parameterized VHDL models of NoC-Routers on Stratix II FPGA. The
focus of our approach is to minimize the area of the router because area is at a premium
on an FPGA. At the same time, we introduced good techniques to speed up the router.
Our router in general is a 5-ports packet switched router with deterministic XY-Routing
algorithm and dynamic round robin arbitration scheme. The depth of input buffers,
located at the input ports, and the flit size (channel width), are parameterized by means of
VHDL generics. Three versions of our router were developed: Virtual Cut Through
Router (VCTR), Wormhole Router with one clock (WHR-1clk), and dual-clock
Wormhole Router (WHR-2clk). We presented the general architecture of the router as
well as the architectural and functional differences between the three versions. The
strategies that followed to decrease the area and increase the speed in the general router
design are:
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•

Minimize the number of control fields in the packet as well as eliminate the tail flit,
while replacing them with some logic and counters in the routing unit to infer the
start and end of the packets, and consequently, reduce the FIFO size.

•

Use the credit based flow control, so we are able to transmit the flit in only one clock
cycle, instead of using the hand shaking protocol that needs at least two clock cycles.
Also, we reduced the number of wires to one wire (Credit signal) as an alternative to
the two wires (Request/Acknowledge Signals) in the case of hand shaking flow
control.

•

Utilize the rising edge of the clock to accomplish and synchronize some operations
while employing the falling edge to undertake other operations. This technique
enables us to squeeze a number of dependable operations in only one clock cycle
either in the FIFO Finite State Machine (FSM) Read/Write operations, or arbitration
and routing handling.

•

Implement and explore the idea of augmenting the speed of the wormhole router
using the dual-clock mechanism. This mechanism forwards the body flits of the
packet at a faster clock speed instead of waiting for the slower clock of the head flit,
resulting in compacting the effective length of body flits in the time domain.

The functionality of our router design was verified for the three versions using the Altera
Quartus II simulator, and it was synthesized for the Altera Stratix II EP2S15F672I4
FPGA using the Quartus II synthesis tool. The simulation also demonstrates the
feasibility of the dual-clock mechanism. Likewise, a 3X3 Mesh NoC using each version
of our routers was synthesized for the same device. Comparison of the synthesis results
before and after NoC configuration, among the three versions of the router, were
conducted and discussed. VCTR and WHR-1clk are compared to other published routers
based on three metrics: area, frequency and zero load latency. Synthesis results and zero
load latency evaluations show that our router is significantly superior to widely
referenced, previously proposed routers.
In short, we can summarize our research approach and achievements in the following
points:
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Approach:
•

Design a parameterized NoC router with different switching modes (VCT, WH).

•

Employ some novel techniques to reduce the area and speed up the router.

•

Apply the idea of the dual-clock to the FPGA-based wormhole router for the first
time and explore its effects.

•

Prototype a 3X3 Mesh NoC topology for each router version by configuring 9
routers into the target FPGA.

•

Explore and evaluate the design space including cost and performance trade-off for
the stand-alone routers and after NoC configuration.

•

Compare with widely cited previous work.

Achievements:
•

Fast and light-weight router architecture for implementing FPGA-based NoC is
presented, configured and tested for different modes.

•

The feasibility of augmenting the speed of WHR with a dual-clock is demonstrated
without area penalty.

•

Compared to previous published FPGA-based NoC-Routers, our routers provide the
shortest zero load latency and smallest area.

Future work:
•

Develop our deterministic router to be an adaptive router that can provide quality of
service.

•

Use real applications or standard bench marks, if found in the future, to test our
routers and compare them to other proposed work.

•

Evaluate the reduction of the latency results from compacting the effective length of
body flits in the time domain in the designed dual-clock wormhole router
experimentally (via simulation), which was already demonstrated theoretically and
functionally through the implementation and functional simulation.
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•

Compare the VCTR and WHR versions of our router using simulation and
appropriate benchmarks in the case of tuning some parameters such as the flit size
and the buffer size, which are already made parameterizable.

•

Explore the accurate effects of our novel idea that was used in this research to
minimize the number of control fields in the packet. The achieved low area
demonstrates the effectiveness of this approach; however, the goal is to deeply
analyze those enhancements from the following aspects:
1. Calculate the amount of consumed FIFO buffer area, which is saved, especially
when big size of buffering is needed.
2. Assessing the latency and power consumption.
3. Study the accuracy of the throughput (the actual delivered data).
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Appendix
Full Reports of Synthesis Results
_______________________________________
Flow Status

Analyzed - Sun Mar 25 19:54:04 2012

Quartus II Version

9.0 Build 235 06/17/2009 SP 2 SJ Web Edition

Standalone VCTR Compilation Report
1. Optimized for Speed:
Revision Name

Router

Top-level Entity Name

Router

Family Stratix II
Device EP2S15F672I4
Timing Models

Final

Met timing requirements
Logic utilization

Yes

5%

Combinational ALUTs

590 / 12,480 (5 %)

Dedicated logic registers

441 / 12,480 (4 %)

Total registers 441
Total pins

103 / 367 (28 %)

Total virtual pins

0

Total block memory bits

0 / 419,328 (0 %)

DSP block 9-bit elements

0 / 96 (0 %)

Total PLLs

0 / 6 (0 %)

Total DLLs

0 / 2 (0 %)
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Power Models Final
Total Thermal Power Dissipation

333.02 MW

Core Dynamic Thermal Power Dissipation 25.34 MW
Core Static Thermal Power Dissipation
I/O Thermal Power Dissipation

272.92 MW

34.77 MW

2. Optimized for Area/ Power Consumption
Revision Name

Router

Top-level Entity Name

Router

Family Stratix II
Device EP2S15F672I4
Timing Models

Final

Met timing requirements
Logic utilization

Yes

6%

Combinational ALUTs

266 / 12,480 (2 %)

Dedicated logic registers

399 / 12,480 (3 %)

Total registers 399
Total pins

103 / 367 (28 %)

Total virtual pins

0

Total block memory bits

0 / 419,328 (0 %)

DSP block 9-bit elements

0 / 96 (0 %)
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Total PLLs

0 / 6 (0 %)

Total DLLs

0 / 2 (0 %)

Power Models Final
Total Thermal Power Dissipation

297.08 MW

Core Dynamic Thermal Power Dissipation 0.21 MW
Core Static Thermal Power Dissipation
I/O Thermal Power Dissipation

272.59 MW

24.28 MW

Standalone WHR-1clk Compilation Report
1. Optimized for Speed:
Revision Name

Router

Top-level Entity Name

Router

Family Stratix II
Device EP2S15F672I4
Timing Models

Final

Met timing requirements
Logic utilization

Yes

5%

Combinational ALUTs

551 / 12,480 (4 %)

Dedicated logic registers

371 / 12,480 (3 %)

Total registers 371
Total pins

103 / 367 (28 %)
66

Total virtual pins

0

Total block memory bits

0 / 419,328 (0 %)

DSP block 9-bit elements

0 / 96 (0 %)

Total PLLs

0 / 6 (0 %)

Total DLLs

0 / 2 (0 %)

Power Models Final
Total Thermal Power Dissipation

321.83 MW

Core Dynamic Thermal Power Dissipation 18.15 MW
Core Static Thermal Power Dissipation
I/O Thermal Power Dissipation

272.82 MW

30.86 MW

2. Optimized for Area/Power Consumption
Revision Name

Router

Top-level Entity Name

Router

Family Stratix II
Device EP2S15F672I4
Timing Models

Final

Met timing requirements
Logic utilization

Yes

5%

Combinational ALUTs

239 / 12,480 (2 %)

Dedicated logic registers

371 / 12,480 (3 %)
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Total registers 371
Total pins

103 / 367 (28 %)

Total virtual pins

0

Total block memory bits

0 / 419,328 (0 %)

DSP block 9-bit elements

0 / 96 (0 %)

Total PLLs

0 / 6 (0 %)

Total DLLs

0 / 2 (0 %)

Power Models Final
Total Thermal Power Dissipation

297.14 MW

Core Dynamic Thermal Power Dissipation 0.24 MW
Core Static Thermal Power Dissipation
I/O Thermal Power Dissipation

272.59 MW

24.31 MW

Standalone WHR-2clk Compilation Report
1. Optimized for Speed:
Revision Name

Router

Top-level Entity Name

Router

Family Stratix II
Device EP2S15F672I4
Timing Models

Final

Met timing requirements

Yes
68

Logic utilization

5%

Combinational ALUTs

571 / 12,480 (5 %)

Dedicated logic registers

383 / 12,480 (3 %)

Total registers 383
Total pins

106 / 367 (29 %)

Total virtual pins

0

Total block memory bits

0 / 419,328 (0 %)

DSP block 9-bit elements

0 / 96 (0 %)

Total PLLs

0 / 6 (0 %)

Total DLLs

0 / 2 (0 %)

Power Models Final
Total Thermal Power Dissipation

343.31 MW

Core Dynamic Thermal Power Dissipation 25.68 MW
Core Static Thermal Power Dissipation
I/O Thermal Power Dissipation

273.01 MW

44.62 MW

2. Optimized for Area/ Power Consumption
Revision Name

Router

Top-level Entity Name

Router

Family Stratix II
Device EP2S15F672I4
69

Timing Models

Final

Met timing requirements
Logic utilization

Yes

5%

Combinational ALUTs

241 / 12,480 (2 %)

Dedicated logic registers

372 / 12,480 (3 %)

Total registers 372
Total pins

106 / 367 (29 %)

Total virtual pins

0

Total block memory bits

0 / 419,328 (0 %)

DSP block 9-bit elements

0 / 96 (0 %)

Total PLLs

0 / 6 (0 %)

Total DLLs

0 / 2 (0 %)

Power Models Final
Total Thermal Power Dissipation

297.32 MW

Core Dynamic Thermal Power Dissipation 0.29 MW
Core Static Thermal Power Dissipation
I/O Thermal Power Dissipation

272.59 MW

24.44 MW

3X3 Mesh of VCTR Compilation Report
1. Optimized for Speed:
Revision Name

NoC_VCT
70

Top-level Entity Name

NoC_VCT

Family Stratix II
Device EP2S15F672I4
Timing Models

Final

Met timing requirements
Logic utilization

Yes

25 %

Combinational ALUTs

2,436 / 12,480 (20 %)

Dedicated logic registers

1,852 / 12,480 (15 %)

Total registers 1852
Total pins

155 / 367 (42 %)

Total virtual pins

0

Total block memory bits

0 / 419,328 (0 %)

DSP block 9-bit elements

0 / 96 (0 %)

Total PLLs

0 / 6 (0 %)

Total DLLs

0 / 2 (0 %)

Power Models Final
Total Thermal Power Dissipation

359.10 MW

Core Dynamic Thermal Power Dissipation 58.70 MW
Core Static Thermal Power Dissipation
I/O Thermal Power Dissipation

273.16 MW

27.25 MW
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2. Optimized for Area/ Power Consumption
Revision Name

NoC_VCT

Top-level Entity Name

NoC_VCT

Family Stratix II
Device EP2S15F672I4
Timing Models

Final

Met timing requirements
Logic utilization

Yes

22 %

Combinational ALUTs

1,178 / 12,480 (9 %)

Dedicated logic registers

1,687 / 12,480 (14 %)

Total registers 1687
Total pins

155 / 367 (42 %)

Total virtual pins

0

Total block memory bits

0 / 419,328 (0 %)

DSP block 9-bit elements

0 / 96 (0 %)

Total PLLs

0 / 6 (0 %)

Total DLLs

0 / 2 (0 %)

Power Models Final
Total Thermal Power Dissipation

299.41 MW

Core Dynamic Thermal Power Dissipation 0.71 MW
Core Static Thermal Power Dissipation

272.61 MW
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I/O Thermal Power Dissipation

26.09 MW

Power Estimation ConfidenceLow: user provided insufficient toggle rate data

3X3 Mesh of WHR-1clk Compilation Report
1. Optimized for Speed:
Revision Name

NoC_WH_1clk

Top-level Entity Name

NoC_WH_1clk

Family Stratix II
Device EP2S15F672I4
Timing Models

Final

Met timing requirements
Logic utilization

Yes

28 %

Combinational ALUTs

2,746 / 12,480 (22 %)

Dedicated logic registers

1,927 / 12,480 (15 %)

Total registers 1927
Total pins

165 / 367 (45 %)

Total virtual pins

0

Total block memory bits

0 / 419,328 (0 %)

DSP block 9-bit elements

0 / 96 (0 %)

Total PLLs

0 / 6 (0 %)

Total DLLs

0 / 2 (0 %)
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Power Models Final
Total Thermal Power Dissipation

378.93 MW

Core Dynamic Thermal Power Dissipation 76.69 MW
Core Static Thermal Power Dissipation
I/O Thermal Power Dissipation

273.34 MW

28.90 MW

2. Optimized for Area/ Power Consumption
Revision Name

NoC_WH_1clk

Top-level Entity Name

NoC_WH_1clk

Family Stratix II
Device EP2S15F672I4
Timing Models

Final

Met timing requirements
Logic utilization

Yes

24 %

Combinational ALUTs

1,347 / 12,480 (11 %)

Dedicated logic registers

1,770 / 12,480 (14 %)

Total registers 1770
Total pins

165 / 367 (45 %)

Total virtual pins

0

Total block memory bits

0 / 419,328 (0 %)

DSP block 9-bit elements

0 / 96 (0 %)

Total PLLs

0 / 6 (0 %)

Total DLLs

0 / 2 (0 %)
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Power Models Final
Total Thermal Power Dissipation

350.68 MW

Core Dynamic Thermal Power Dissipation 48.88 MW
Core Static Thermal Power Dissipation
I/O Thermal Power Dissipation

273.08 MW

28.72 MW

3X3 Mesh of WHR-2clk Compilation Report
1. Optimized for Speed:
Revision Name

NoC_WH_2clk

Top-level Entity Name

NoC_WH_2clk

Family Stratix II
Device EP2S15F672I4
Timing Models

Final

Met timing requirements
Logic utilization

Yes

26 %

Combinational ALUTs

2,506 / 12,480 (20 %)

Dedicated logic registers

1,580 / 12,480 (13 %)

Total registers 1580
Total pins

158 / 367 (43 %)

Total virtual pins

0

Total block memory bits

0 / 419,328 (0 %)
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DSP block 9-bit elements
Total PLLs

0 / 6 (0 %)

Total DLLs

0 / 2 (0 %)

0 / 96 (0 %)

Power Models Final
Total Thermal Power Dissipation

427.16 MW

Core Dynamic Thermal Power Dissipation 121.43 MW
Core Static Thermal Power Dissipation
I/O Thermal Power Dissipation

273.77 MW

31.95 MW

2. Optimized for Area/ Power Consumption
Revision Name

NoC_WH_2clk

Top-level Entity Name

NoC_WH_2clk

Family Stratix II
Device EP2S15F672I4
Timing Models

Final

Met timing requirements
Logic utilization

Yes

23 %

Combinational ALUTs

1,352 / 12,480 (11 %)

Dedicated logic registers

1,708 / 12,480 (14 %)

Total registers 1708
Total pins

158 / 367 (43 %)
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Total virtual pins

0

Total block memory bits

0 / 419,328 (0 %)

DSP block 9-bit elements

0 / 96 (0 %)

Total PLLs

0 / 6 (0 %)

Total DLLs

0 / 2 (0 %)

Power Play Power Analyzer Status

Successful - Sun Mar 25 16:21:53 2012

Quartus II Version

9.0 Build 235 06/17/2009 SP 2 SJ Web Edition

Revision Name

NoC_WH_2clk

Top-level Entity Name

NoC_WH_2clk

Family Stratix II
Device EP2S15F672I4
Power Models Final
Total Thermal Power Dissipation

384.37 MW

Core Dynamic Thermal Power Dissipation 80.74 MW
Core Static Thermal Power Dissipation
I/O Thermal Power Dissipation

273.38 MW

30.25 MW
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